Cocoon Info
A few facts on our fantastic Cocoons!
Cocoon options!

Manufacturing:
❏ Cocoons are made to order, bespoke to your requirements.
❏ They are made in Europe.
❏ It takes 28 days to make your bespoke Cocoon.
❏ If you have special requirements for your Cocoon, eg. a really
tight space, let the Cocoon team know and we will do our best
to help get you what you need.
Delivery and Assembly:
❏ Delivery time depends on where you live, but around 5-6
weeks for manufacture and delivery. Delivery – Cocoon
❏ We can deliver right to where you want your Cocoon to go,
unwrap it and take away the packaging.
❏ Cocoons all come fully made up, so there’s no assembly for
you!
❏ The 2 & 3 Seater Cocoons, Corner Cocoons and Chair Beds
are all modular, so they can come apart to fit up stairs and
through narrow doors!
Fun Facts!
❏ Cocoons are available with handy storage in the arms!
❏ There is also two large storage compartments in the Corner
Cocoons under the chaise and other seat when the bed is
pulled out.

❏ If you change your mind, or your Cocoon Corner chaise
doesn’t quite work on the side you ordered you can simply
change it over! No worries!
❏ The Cocoons are all pocket sprung where you lie and where
you sit - super comfy!
❏ There are 4 different types of fabrics:
Micro Cloth | Micro Suede | Micro Weave | Micro Velvet. These
come in an array of different colours. (See also our Fabric
info)
❏ Cocoons are not like other sofa beds that can be hard to open
and complicated to put back together! Their unique eMotion
technology makes them easy to open and return to the sofa
position.
Care and Maintenance:
❏ All Cocoon parts can be replaced individually.
❏ If there are any issues with your Cocoon let us know and we’ll
get it fixed.
❏ Cocoons are stain and water resistant and easy to clean!
Great for kids and pets or that messy friend or family
member! Fabric Care – Cocoon

